M & M Conference
Thursday, April 04, 2019
9:00am - 10:00am
8 South Conference Room—WSC—Trinitas RMC

“Case Presentation”

Nikita Sowma, MD PGY II
Trinitas Regional Medical Center

Objectives:
Upon completion of this activity, the participant should be able to:
1. Manage complicated medical cases in a more informed and skillful manner.
2. Integrate results of radiological and pathological studies into patient care.
3. Explain principles of Performance Improvement as applied to patient care.

Target Audience:
Subspecialists, Internists, Residents, and other interested physicians.

Speaker and Planners Disclosure of Commercial Affiliations:
The speaker and planners of this CME activity have stated that they have no financial relationship with manufacturers of commercial products.
The speaker have expressed that they do not intend to discuss investigational and/or unlabeled uses of a commercial product.

Trinitas Regional Medical Center has no relationship with products or devices discussed in this presentation.

1 CME Credit

CME questions/problems/concerns call: (908)994-5145 Joe B. Heard, MHA, CME Program Coordinator
Trinitas Regional Medical Center is accredited by the Medical Society of New Jersey to provide Continuing Medical Education for physicians.
Trinitas Regional Medical Center designates this live activity for a maximum of 1 AMA PRA Category 1 Credit™. Physicians should claim only the credit commensurate with the extent of their participation in the activity.

General Tumor Board
Friday, April 05, 2019
12:00pm-1:00pm
Conference Room on 4th Floor, Cancer Center - TRMC

“Case Presentation”

Trinitas Medical Staff
Trinitas Regional Medical Center

Objectives:
Upon completion of this activity, the participant should be able to:
1. Demonstrate knowledge of most up-to-date therapeutic guidelines.
2. Determine appropriate new therapeutic intervention on the bases of different histology.
3. Discuss how different therapeutic modalities can be utilized most effectively in a specific case for better patient outcomes.

Target Audience:
Oncologists, Radiologists, Pathologists, Surgeons, General Practitioners, Internists, and other interested healthcare professionals

Speakers and Planners Disclosure of Commercial Affiliations:
The speakers and planners of this CME activity have stated that they have no financial relationship with manufacturers of commercial products.
The speakers have expressed that they do not intend to discuss investigational and/or unlabeled uses of a commercial product.

Trinitas Regional Medical Center has no relationship with products or devices discussed in this presentation.

1 CME CREDIT

CME questions/problems/concerns call: (908)994-5145 Joe B. Heard, MHA CME Program Coordinator
“Autism”

Caroline Hayes Rosen, MD
Co-Director, Neurology Clerkship
Chief, Child Neurology Division Director, Child Neurology Residency Program
Assistant Professor of Neurosciences  Rutgers, New Jersey Medical School

Objectives:
Upon completion of this activity, the participant should be able to:
1. Determine appropriate learning characteristics of patients with autism.
2. Demonstrate improved competency associated with autism.
3. Demonstrate knowledge of the 3 areas of impairment associated with autism spectrum disorders..

Target Audience:
Subspecialists, Internists, Residents, and other interested physicians.

Speaker and Planners Disclosure of Commercial Affiliations:
The speaker and planners of this CME activity have stated that they have no financial relationship with manufacturers of commercial products.
The speaker have expressed that they do not intend to discuss investigational and/or unlabeled uses of a commercial product.

Trinitas Regional Medical Center has no relationship with products or devices discussed in this presentation.
Breast Tumor Board

Friday, April 12, 2019

7:30am-8:30am

Conference Room on 4th Floor, Cancer Center - TRMC

“Case Presentation”

Trinitas Medical Staff
Trinitas Regional Medical Center

Objectives:
Upon completion of this activity, the participant should be able to:
1. Demonstrate knowledge of most up-to-date therapeutic guidelines.
2. Determine appropriate new therapeutic intervention on the bases of different histology.
3. Discuss how different therapeutic modalities can be utilized most effectively in a specific case for better patient outcomes.

Target Audience:
Oncologists, Radiologists, Pathologists, Surgeons, General Practitioners, Internists, and other interested healthcare professionals

Speakers and Planners Disclosure of Commercial Affiliations:
The speakers and planners of this CME activity have stated that they have no financial relationship with manufacturers of commercial products.
The speakers have expressed that they do not intend to discuss investigational and/or unlabeled uses of a commercial product.

Trinitas Regional Medical Center has no relationship with products or devices discussed in this presentation.

1 CME CREDIT

CME questions/problems/concerns call: (908)994-5145 Joe B. Heard, MHA CME Program Coordinator
There Will be No Conference
There Will be No Conference
Trinitas Medical Staff
Trinitas Regional Medical Center

Objectives:

Upon completion of this activity, the participant should be able to:

1. Demonstrate enhanced knowledge in the diagnosis and treatment of unusual surgical presentations.
2. Demonstrate improved competency in the management of post-operative complications.
3. Demonstrate improved competency in new and special surgical practices and procedures.
4. Diminish the frequency and severity of performance variances.

Target Audience:
Surgeons and other interested physicians

Speaker and Planners Disclosure of Commercial Affiliations:
The Speaker and the planners of this CME activity have stated that they have no financial relationship with manufacturers of commercial products.
The Speaker has expressed that he does not intend to discuss investigational and/or unlabeled uses of a commercial product.

1 CME CREDIT

CME questions/problems/concerns call: (908)994-5145 Jose Rivera, CME Program Coordinator
There Will be
No Conference
Continuing Medical Education Program

Trinitas Regional Medical Center is accredited by the Medical Society of New Jersey to provide Continuing Medical Education for physicians.

Trinitas Regional Medical Center designates this live activity for a maximum of 1 AMA PRA Category 1 Credit™. Physicians should claim only the credit commensurate with the extent of their participation in the activity.

Breast/GYN Tumor Board
Friday, April 26, 2019
12:00pm - 1:00pm
Conference Room A, 1st Floor, Cancer Center - TRMC

“Case Presentation”

Trinitas Medical Staff
Trinitas Regional Medical Center

Objectives:
Upon completion of this activity, the participant should be able to:
1. Demonstrate knowledge of most up-to-date therapeutic guidelines.
2. Determine appropriate new therapeutic intervention on the bases of different histology.
3. Discuss how different therapeutic modalities can be utilized most effectively in a specific case for better patient outcomes.

Target Audience:
Oncologists, Radiologists, Pathologists, Surgeons, General Practitioners, Internists, and other interested healthcare professionals

Speakers and Planners Disclosure of Commercial Affiliations:
The speakers and planners of this CME activity have stated that they have no financial relationship with manufacturers of commercial products.
The speakers have expressed that they do not intend to discuss investigational and/or unlabeled uses of a commercial product.

Trinitas Regional Medical Center has no relationship with products or devices discussed in this presentation.

1 CME Credit

CME questions/problems/concerns call: (908)994-5145 Joe B. Heard, MHA CME Program Coordinator